
FAQs and Resources 
As the district moves to Competency-Based Education (CBE) and quality performance 
assessments (QPA), many questions have come up about CBE and performance 
assessments. These Frequently Asked Questions are ordered from introductory 
questions to district-specific resources. If you have questions that aren’t included in this 
document, please see your building rep. 
KHS - Chris Wong (c_wong@sau9.org); Laurel Zengilowski (l_zengilowski@sau9.org)  
KMS - Jennifer Chalmers (j_chalmers@sau9.org)  
CES - Steve Bamsey (s_bamsey@sau9.org)  
JFS - Sarah Neugebauer (s_neugebauer@sau9.org); Rebecca Skelton (r_skelton@sau9.org)  
PTS - Abby Calitri (a_calitri@sau9.org); Kate Jenkins (k_jenkins@sau9.org); Sheila Sanfilippo 

(s_sanfillipo@sau9.org)   
JGS - Joan Heysler (j_heysler@sau9.org)  
JBES - Carole Penza (c_penza@sau9.org)  

 
1. What is CBE and why do we need it? 

a. Article: What is Competency Education? 
b. jheysler@jacksongrammar.orgInfographic 

 
 

2. What is the difference between a competency and a standard? 



a. Article: Is a standard a competency? (part 1 of 2) 
b. Article: Is a standard a competency? (part 2 of 2) 

 
3. How are competency-based assessments different than traditional assessments? 

a. Assessment 101: Performance vs Traditional Assessments 
b. Publication: Assessment to Support Competency-Based Pathways 
c. Jay McTighe Blog: What Is a Performance Task? 
d. TedX Video: Testing, Testing - Linda Darling-Hammond 
e. Infographic 

 
 

4. How many performance assessments do I need to have? 
a. An assessment system should be balanced with a combination of performance 

assessments and traditional assessments. The goal for SAU9 assessment maps 
is that each competency (not each standard) is assessed by a performance 
assessment at least once a year. It is not necessary to have a performance 
assessment for each standard, or for each competency each trimester. 

 
5. When would I use a performance assessment? When would I use a traditional 

assessment? 
a. Performance assessments are great for measuring the competency of a variety 

of skills in a novel setting. They provide students with a real-world context for the 
skills they are learning but take time to administer. A strong performance 
assessment gives students the opportunity to show high levels of depth of 
knowledge and are not for low DOK skills. 

b. Traditional assessments can still be used and are particularly helpful for 
assessing just a few standards at a time. They should also be used for gaining 
insight in lower level DOK skills (ex. fact fluency) that are not well suited for 
performance assessments. 
 

6. What is “Depth of Knowledge”? 



a.  
i. Webb’s DOK Video 

b. Folder of Karen Hess' Depth of Knowledge by Subject 
 

7. Where can I find performance assessments to use in my classroom? 
a. Links to sample assessment maps are on the SAU 9 website. Within the 

assessment maps, there are hyperlinks to summative assessments aligned to 
particular competencies and standards by grade and subject.  
 

8. How can I create my own quality performance assessment? 
a. If you don’t know how to create a quality performance assessment, use the 

Performance Assessment 101 training modules and linked handouts posted on 
the SAU 9 website. 

b. If you already know how to create a quality performance assessment, use the 
SAU 9 Task Template. 

c. The folder of resources below provides support in creating a quality task that is 
connected to real-world applications. 

i. Quality Performance Assessment Question Resources 
 

9. Where do I submit a performance assessment that I have found or created? 
a. For now, email a PDF to Kadie Wilson (k_wilson@sau9.org); it will then go 

through a review process. 
 

10. Where can I get more information? 
a. Holmes Center NG2 Free and Open Education Resources 
b. SAU9 Task Development Leadership Team Members 

i. KHS - Chris Wong (c_wong@sau9.org); Laurel Zengilowski 
(l_zengilowski@sau9.org)  

ii. KMS - Jennifer Chalmers (j_chalmers@sau9.org)  
iii. CES - Steve Bamsey (s_bamsey@sau9.org)  
iv. JFS - Sarah Neugebauer (s_neugebauer@sau9.org); Rebecca Skelton 

(r_skelton@sau9.org)  
v. PTS - Abby Calitri (a_calitri@sau9.org); Kate Jenkins (k_jenkins@sau9.org); 

Sheila Sanfilippo (s_sanfillipo@sau9.org)   
vi. JGS - Joan Heysler (j_heysler@sau9.org)  
vii. JBES - Carole Penza (c_penza@sau9.org)  

 
 



 
 


